
Display and Projector Test Plans 

Basic Connection and Information 

1. Load the driver into the SIMPL test program using the XPanel test
program and verify that the XPanel indicates that the driver is loaded
and connected (IR drivers will not show connected).

2. Verify the basic information is correct:
• The SDK version built with device manufacturer should be

accurate with no misspellings.
• The base model should be the model of device used to test the

driver.
• The supported models should list any other models compatible

with the driver.
• The version of the driver should be present.

3. If the driver requires authentication, send a valid username and
password to the module, and verify it connects successfully.

4. If the driver requires authentication, send an invalid username and
password to the module, and verify it does not connect.

5. If the driver requires additional settings on the device to connect to it,
they should be listed in the user attributes as messages.  Verify those
messages show in the test program and following them allows the
driver to work with the device.

6. If the driver requires any additional input to connect to or control the
device, such as a passcode, verify there is a user attribute stating how
to get the information and the input can be sent to the driver through
the test program.  Then, verify the driver connects to the device
successfully.

7. Except for IR drivers, verify that the driver can be disconnected using
the disconnect function in the test program.

8. Except for IR drivers, verify the driver can be reconnected using the
reconnect function in the test program.



9. Disconnect the physical Ethernet, serial, or HDMI cable from the 
device and verify the driver reports the device is disconnected within 15 
seconds.  The exception is IP devices that disconnect on power off.  
These devices should always report connected. 
 

10. Reconnect the cable and verify the driver indicates it has reconnected 
to the device within 10 seconds. 
 

Power Functions 

1. If discrete power is supported, press the power on button and verify 
the device immediately powers on, and verify the driver indicates the 
device is warming up for the duration defined in the driver. 
 

2. If discrete power is supported, after the driver indicates the device is 
done warming up, the driver should report the device is powered on 
and the device should immediately respond to any function triggered 
on the driver. 
 

3. If discrete power is supported, press the power off button and verify 
the device immediately powers off and the driver indicates the device 
is cooling down for the duration defined in the driver. 
 

4. If discrete power is supported, after the driver indicates the device is 
done cooling down, the driver should report the device is off and the 
driver should be able to immediately power on the device again. 
 

5. If toggle power is supported, press the power toggle button and verify 
the device immediately powers on and verify the driver indicates the 
device is warming up for the duration defined in the driver. 
 

6. If toggle power is supported, after the driver indicates the device is 
done warming up, the device should immediately respond to any 
function triggered on the driver. 
 

7. If toggle power is supported, press the power toggle button and verify 
the device immediately powers off and the driver indicates the device 
is cooling down for the duration defined in the driver. 
 

8. If toggle power is supported, after the driver indicates the device is 
done cooling down, the driver should be able to immediately power on 
the device again. 



9. If power feedback is supported, power on the device with the device's 
power button or device's remote, and verify the driver indicates the 
device has powered on. 
 

10. If power feedback is supported, power off the device with the device's 
power button or device's remote and verify the driver indicates the 
device has powered off. 
 

Volume Functions 

1. If set volume is supported, use the slider on the app to adjust the 
volume and verify the volume is set on the device immediately and the 
driver reports the correct volume.  The volume feedback should not 
jump around or shift.  At minimum volume the slider should be empty, 
and at maximum volume the slider should be full. 
 

2. If set volume is supported, rapidly and repeatedly adjust the volume 
with the slider.  Verify the device and slider never get out of sync.  
Once releasing the slider, the value on the slider and the device should 
match.  The volume should immediately stop changing on both the 
slider and the device once it is released. 
 

3. If discrete mute is supported, press Mute On. Verify the device mutes 
immediately and the driver reports the device is muted. 
 

4. If discrete mute is supported, set or change the volume while the 
device is muted and verify the device unmutes and the driver reports 
the device is unmuted. 
 

5. If discrete mute is supported, press Mute Off. Verify the device 
immediately unmutes and verify the driver reports the device is 
unmuted.  Verify the device returns to its previous volume and that 
volume level immediately reports in the test program. 
 

6. If change volume is supported, press Volume Up and verify the volume 
on the device immediately increases one step. 
 

  



7. If change volume is supported, rapidly (about three times per second) 
press Volume Up at least ten times.  Verify the volume on the device 
immediately starts increasing, it increases as many times as you 
pressed Volume Up, and it stops increasing when you stop pressing 
Volume Up.  The volume on the device should not continue to ramp up 
after you stop and there should be no dropped presses (the volume on 
the device increases less than the number of times the volume is 
pressed). 
 

8. If change volume is supported, press and hold Volume Up for at least 
a few seconds before releasing.  Verify the volume immediately starts 
increasing on the device.  Verify the volume immediately stops 
increasing as soon as the press is released.  The volume should 
increase smoothly and not jitter or jump. 
 

9. If change volume is supported, press Volume Down and verify the 
volume on the device immediately decreases one step. 
 

10. If change volume is supported, rapidly (about three times per second) 
press Volume Down at least ten times.  Verify the volume on the 
device immediately starts decreasing, it decreases as many times as 
you pressed volume down, and it stops decreasing when you stop 
pressing volume down.  The volume on the device should not continue 
to ramp down after you stop and there should be no dropped presses 
(the volume on the device decreases less than the number of times the 
volume is pressed). 
 

11. If change volume is supported, press and hold Volume Down for at 
least a few seconds before releasing.  Verify the volume immediately 
starts increasing on the device.  Verify the volume immediately stops 
increasing as soon as the press is released.  The volume should 
decrease smoothly and not jitter or jump. 
 

12. If mute toggle is supported, press the Mute Toggle button.  Verify the 
device immediately mutes and the driver reports the device is muted. 
 

13. If mute toggle is supported, press the Mute Toggle button.  Verify the 
device immediately unmutes and the driver reports the device is 
unmuted. 
 

14. If volume feedback is supported, adjust the volume of the device with 
the device's physical buttons or remote and verify the gauge 
immediately updates to accurately reflect the current volume. 



15. If mute feedback is supported, mute the device with the device's 
physical buttons or remote and verify the driver immediately reports 
the device is muted. 
 

16. If mute feedback is supported, unmute the device with the device's 
physical buttons or remote and verify the driver immediately reports 
the device is unmuted. 
 

Navigation Functions 

1. If arrow keys are supported, press each direction and verify the 
selection immediately moves in the appropriate direction on the 
device. 
 

2. If arrow keys are supported, rapidly (at least three times per second) 
press each direction at least ten times.  Verify the selection on the 
device moves the exact number of times pressed (no more and no 
less). 
 

3. If arrow keys are supported, press and hold each direction and verify 
the selection on the device immediately starts moving.  Upon release 
of the direction, the selection on the device should immediately stop 
moving as well.  Movement should be smooth and not jitter or jump. 
 

4. Verify all other supported functions work like the device's remote such 
as Select, Home, Menu, Back, and Exit. 
 

Input Switching 

1. If discrete selection of media services is supported, verify all supported 
media services are listed. Verify each discrete media service can be 
immediately launched.  Verify the driver reports the media service is 
running. 
 

2. Verify all of the device's inputs are listed. 
 

3. Switch between each input and each media service and verify the 
device immediately switches to the correct input or media service.  
Verify the driver reports the correct input or media service is active. 
 

  



4. If feedback is supported, select each supported media service and 
input with the device's remote.  Verify the driver immediately reports 
the device's active input or media service. 
 

5. If apps do not exist on the display by default, or can be uninstalled, set 
it up so a selectable app doesn't exist on the display, and then 
attempt to select it.  Verify the device remains on the previous input or 
media service and the driver continues to report the active input or 
media service. 
 

6. Install selectable apps which were not on the display in the previous 
step, then attempt to select them again.  Verify the media service will 
now launch and the driver will report it as active. 
 

Media Service Functions 

1. If navigation functions are supported with the media service, verify 
they all work with each media service, even if tested with another 
media service or the device's main menu. All functions should work 
immediately. 
 

2. If media transport functions are supported with the media service, 
test each function with each media service, even if tested with another 
media service. Example functions are Play, Pause, Rewind, Fast 
Forward, and Stop.  All functions should work immediately. 
 

3. If device tuner functions are supported, test each function, such as 
channel up and down.  All functions should work immediately.  Press 
channel up and down rapidly (at least three times per second) at least 
ten times and verify the device channel changes the exact number of 
times pressed.  Press and hold channel up and down and verify the 
device immediately starts changing the channel and immediately 
stops changing the channel upon release. 
 

Artwork Mode 

1. If artwork is supported, put the device in artwork mode.  Verify the 
device immediately goes to artwork mode. 
 

2. If artwork is supported, turn off artwork mode and verify the device 
immediately comes out of artwork mode. 



3. If Artwork On Power Off is supported, verify the device immediately
goes to artwork mode on power off.

4. If Artwork On Power Off is supported, power on the device and verify
it immediately comes out of artwork mode.

Projector Functions 

1. If discrete video mute is supported, mute the device's video and verify 
it is immediately muted.

2. If discrete video mute is supported, unmute the device's video and 
verify it is immediately unmuted.

3. If video mute toggle is supported, toggle mute the device's video and 
verify it is immediately muted.

4. If video mute toggle is supported, toggle mute the device's video and 
verify it is immediately unmuted.

Custom Commands 

1. For any additional custom commands included in the driver, make sure
they are all listed with the correct user-friendly names.  Verify each
one triggers the appropriate function on the device immediately.

System Tests 

1. Simulate a power outage in the house by removing power from the
processor, device, and network for at least 60 seconds, before
restoring power.  Verify once the program loads, the driver reconnects
to the device and all functionality is restored within 60 seconds.

2. Simulate a full system network outage by disconnecting all network
cables from the device and processor, or removing power from your
router, and waiting at least 60 seconds before restoring.  Verify the
device and driver reconnect and all functionality is restored within 60
seconds.



3. Leave the driver connected to the device for a minimum of 24 hours, 
periodically checking functionality.  After 24 hours, the driver should 
still be connected, all functionality should still work, and there should 
be no degradation in performance (functions should continue to work 
immediately and feedback should remain prompt and accurate). 
 

Crestron Home Verification Points 

Configuration 

1. Before loading the driver, add source devices to the system to test 
with the display or projector.  An IR, or other device you have available 
to test with, should be added to Crestron Home for each input and 
output available in the driver under test. 
 

2. Load the driver into the import folder on the CP4-R/MC4-R, then 
navigate to Third Party Devices in the Pair Devices page and wait for 
the list to update.  Verify the manufacturer shows under the device 
type, and all supported models from the driver show under the 
manufacturer. 
 

3. Add the driver to a room, and verify the add device dialog appears 
with the appropriate connection fields (list of IR/COM ports, list of 
HDMI connectors, or IP/Hostname field). 
 

4. Verify any additional attributes on the driver show in subsequent 
dialogs with the appropriate descriptions and fields. 
 

5. Verify the driver is successfully added to the room. 
 

6. Go to the device's settings and go to the display settings tab.  Verify 
all supported functions are listed and make them visible for testing. 
 

7. Verify the driver shows all of its inputs/outputs in the source routes 
page and you can connect all the other devices added in step 1 to the 
display or projector driver. 
 

Controls 

1. Select one of the sources connected to the device, but not the last 
source routed on the device, to power on the room and verify the 
device powers on and switching to the correct source after warming 
up. 



2. One by one, select each source connected to the device including 
media services and verify the device immediately switches to the 
correct input or launches the correct media service. 
 

3. Using a TSR or HR remote, verify that volume up and down work.  A 
single press should immediately change the volume one step.  Rapidly 
(at least three times per second) press volume up and down at least 
ten times and verify the volume immediately changes the exact 
number of presses.  Finally, verify pressing and holding volume 
immediately and smoothly changes the volume and the volume stops 
changing as soon as the press is released. 
 

4. Using a TSW, iOS®, or Android™ mobile device, set the volume of the 
device and verify it immediately updates on the device and the 
feedback is accurate on the UI.  The feedback should not jump around 
or jitter.  Rapidly and repeatedly set the volume and verify the volume 
stays in sync between the UI and the device and stops immediately 
once released. 
 

5. Verify the device can be muted and unmuted and the response and 
feedback are immediate. 
 

6. If the device supported media services, select each service and verify 
all the required functions are available and work immediately and as 
expected. 
 

7. Verify all the additional functions in the display commands dialog are 
available and function immediately and as expected. 
 

8. Power off the room and verify the device immediately powers off. 
 

9. Select a source to power on the display again before the cool down 
time finishes and verify the display turns on as soon as it finishes 
cooling down. 
 

System Tests 

1. Simulate a power outage in the house by removing power from the 
processor, device, and network for at least 60 seconds, before 
restoring power.  Verify once the program loads, the driver reconnects 
to the device and all functionality is restored within 60 seconds. 



2. Simulate a network outage by disconnecting all network cables from 
the device and processor and waiting at least 60 seconds before 
restoring.  Verify the device and driver reconnect and all functionality 
is restored within 60 seconds. 
 

3. Leave the driver connected to the device for a minimum of 24 hours, 
periodically checking functionality.  After 24 hours, the driver should 
still be connected, all functionality should still work, and there should 
be no degradation in performance (functions should continue to work 
immediately and feedback should remain prompt and accurate). 
 

4. Delete the driver from the system.  The driver should no longer be 
listed in the room. The devices routed to the display or projector should 
no longer be selectable to be routed and powered on in the end user 
UIs.  No exceptions should be thrown in the error log. 
 

.AV Framework Verification Points 

AVF System Controls 

1. Load the driver onto the device and verify it can be selected. 
 

2. Verify all available inputs are listed and each can be selected. 
 

3. Wake the Crestron Mercury® device and verify the device immediately 
turns on and switches to the default input. 
 

4. Let the Crestron Mercury device go to sleep and verify the device 
immediately turns off. 
 

5. Repeat the wake and sleep cycle for each available input configured 
and verify all inputs work. 
 

System Tests 

1. Simulate a power outage in the house by removing power from the 
Crestron Mercury device, testing device, and network for at least 60 
seconds, before restoring power.  Verify once the program loads, the 
driver reconnects to the device and all functionality is restored within 
60 seconds. 
 

  



2. Simulate a network outage by disconnecting all network cables from
the device and the Crestron Mercury device and waiting at least 60
seconds before restoring.  Verify the device and driver reconnect and
all functionality is restored within 60 seconds.

3. Leave the driver connected to the device for a minimum of 24 hours,
periodically checking functionality.  After 24 hours, the driver should
still be connected, all functionality should still work, and there should
be no degradation in performance (functions should continue to work
immediately and feedback should remain prompt and accurate).

Signature:

Date:
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